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A lmraet - -We present a general theorem concerning the relationship between the first two conditional 
moments of some random variables conditioned upon a random vector and the distribution of the 
conditioning random vector. 
We apply this result to study properties of marginal densities of elliptieally contoured measures and 
their relation to conditional variances. 
Note on the notation used 
All vectors considered are columns, x r denotes transposition of vector x, i.e. x r is a row vector. Matrices and vectors 
are multiplied in a usual way, hence in particular xrAx, where x ~ R n is vector while A is n x n matrix, is a quadratic 
form. 
x i denotes usually ith coordinate of the vector x. 
If X e R n is random vector then EX E R n is a vector of  expectations of coordinates of X. 
cov(X, Y )= E(X-  EX) (Y -  EY) r for random vectors X, Y cov(X, X)~ V(X). 
Similar denotation is used in the ease of conditional expectation and covariance. 
I(A) denotes index function of the set A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Section 2 we present the main theoretical result which, in fact, is an n-dimensional generalization 
of Theorem 2 in Ref. [1]. As its one-dimensional version this result can be applied to different 
problems of characterization. However unlike in the one-dimensional case we are able to show this 
time, that under some technical assumptions (concerning mostly regularity of conditional moments) 
marginal densities of a given n-dimensional distribution can be factorized as follows: 
Vx ~ R k f (x)  = I~(x)F(7(x)), where functions #, ~: Rk--. R ÷, 
are defined by a conditional expectation of say Xn conditioned upon X1 . . . . .  Xk, k < n, while 
conditional variance of Xn conditioned upon Xi . . . . .  Xk is of the form: c(x)= C(~ (x))/#(x). 
Moreover, functions C and F are related to one another by a simple formula: 
C(y)F(y) = F(z) dz y > 0. (1) 
In Section 3 we apply the general result of Section 2 to study the properties of elliptically 
contoured n-dimensional measures with finite second moments. Following characterization of
elliptically contoured measures given by Hardin in Ref. [2] it turns out that in this case/~ = 1 and 
7(x) = 0.5(x -m)  r Y--~ (x -m) ,  where m is the vector of expectations and X is the convariance 
matrix of the considered elliptically contoured measure. Apart from the general relationship (1) 
between the marginal density and the conditional variance we get, as a byproduct, the existence 
of the marginal density. This fact is well-known but obtained by different method based on the 
Schoenberg's theorem (see Refs [3, 4]). 
As it follows from our general result [in particular from relationship (1)] and from the form of 
function ~,(X) marginal densities hould be defined by slightly different functions than it is done 
usually i.e. in Refs [4-6]. Similarly we consider distribution function H of 7 (X) rather than of 2y (X) 
as shown in Ref. [4]. That is why we present once more the mutual relationships between marginal 
densities, relationships between a marginal densities and the function H. 
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From these relationships we derive in a very simple manner properties of the sets of all functions 
defining k-dimensional densities of some n-dimension (n > k) elliptically contoured vector. 
In particular we simplify derivation of characterizations of these sets given by Eaton in Ref. [6]. 
2. EXPANSION THEOREM 
Let (X, Y )•R  ~+~ be some n + 1-dimensional vector such that X•R,  Y•R" ,EX~< ~.  Let us 
define the following functions: 
g(y)=E(X lY=y)a .s . ,  c(y )=V(X lY=y)a .s .  
Denote 
Y = (Yj . . . . .  Y.)r, ei = (0 . . . . .  O, 1, 0 . . . . .  O) T (1 on ith position) 
Y +e, XE dr= (Y, . . . . .  Yi-~, Y i+ XE, Yr+t . . . . .  y,)T. 
Let Py denote distribution of Y and let 0oR"  be some open set in R ". Let ~(0) denote a set 
of all infinitely many times differentiable functions 0+R having compact supports. 
Theorem I 
Let X, Y, g, c be as defined above. Suppose further that for some open set {5• R" the following 
hold [with Dr(" ) = 0(./axr)]: 
(i) function g is continuously differentiable; 
(ii) on every compact set K cO and some 6 > 0 families 
I (Y  • K )g(Y  + erEX), I (Y  • K )Xg(Y  + er~X), 
I (Y•K)XDrg(Y  +ei£X),  i = 1 . . . . .  n, E •I6 
are uniformly integrable (16 = ( -6 ,  6); 6 • R+); 
(iii) er ( (c (y )  = O) c~ O) = O. 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Py restricted to 0 has densityfsuch t at for every i = 1 . . . . .  n function c(y ) f (y )  
as a function ofyr is absolutely continuous and functions D~(cf)f lare continuous 
on 0 (w.r.t. Yr); 
(b) for every i = 1 . . . . .  n there exist function br: R"~R continuous with respect o 
y~ on 0 and a random processes or(E) such that o;(E) is Y + erEX measurable and 
V¢~ • ~f~(O) E -IEoi(f.)dp(Y + e iEX)~o O, (2) 
E(XI Y+erEX)  f f ig (Y+erEX)+Ebr(Y+erEX)+o~(E) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n. (3) 
Under (i)-(iii) and either (a) or (b) we have: 
(br+gDrg) f  = -Dr (c f ) ,  on {5, i = 1 . . . . .  n. (4) 
Moreover assume additionally that functions Obi/Oxj, a2g/axrOxj, i, j = l . . . . .  n exist then: 
(c) functions br and ~g/Oxj i, j = 1 . . . . .  n satisfy relationship 1~< i < j  < k ~< n 
(b k + g Og/Oxk)(Ob~/Oxj -- Obj/Ox~) + (bj "b g Og/Oxj)(ObJOxr- Ob,/Oxk) 
+ (br + g Og/Oxr)(Obj/Oxk - Ohk/OXi) - - - -  O; (5) 
(d) there exist functions ?,/~: R"-.*R + such that 
O?/Oxr=u(br+gOg/Oxr), i=  1 . . . . .  n on O; (6) 
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(e) density f (y )  of Y and function c(y) can be factorized as follows 
f (y )  = Ix(y)F(~(y)) 
c(y) = C(~?(y))/#(y) y tO (7) 
for some functions C, F: R+~R +. Moreover function /x can be chosen to be 
positive on ~ and if 
{y:bi(y) + gtgg/tgy, # 0} =8 
i=0  
we have 
d(C(z)F(z))/dz = -F (z )  z ~ (F_, r )  (8) 
where F_ = inf{v(y): y e ~}, r = sup{v(y):y ~ ~}. 
Sketch of the proof. Equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) has been shown in Ref. [7]. Thus it 
is necessary to prove only conditions (c)-(e). 
Condition (c) is a simple consequence of the necessary and sufficient conditions for integrability 
of the Pfaff's form Zp= i (hi + g ~g/dxi) dx~ (see e.g. Frobernius' theorem in Ref. [8]). Conditions (d) 
and (e); note that f and 1/c are the integration factors of the above mentioned Pfaff's form, hence 
we have equation (6). Equation (7) follows the general relationship between the integrating factors. 
Relationship (8) between functions C and F is the consequence of assertions (c) and (d) and the 
system of equations (4) which is to be satisfied by functions c, f, g and b~ i = 1 . . . . .  n. Q.E.D. 
Remark 1 
Note that, if one can select an integrating factor /x being identically 1 and assumptions of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied on ~=R"  and moreover if 7(x)---,oo, Ix l--,~, then we deal with 
distributions which could be called V-contoured because: f (y )  = F(~(y)), c(y) = C(~(y)) y ~ R ~ 
and C(z)F(z) = S~ F(t) dt since C(z)F(z) :so' 0 because Ec(Y) < oo. 
3. APPLICATIONS OF THE EXPANSION THEOREM TO THE 
ELL IPT ICALLY CONTOURED MEASURES 
Although the traditionally used definition of elliptically contoured measures i different we will 
use the following which is equivalent to the traditional one from Hardin's characterization theorem 
- " R} .  [2]. Namely let X ~ R" be a random vector such that EXrX < oo. Let span(X)- {X;~= l a~X~: a~ 
Assume that dim span(X) >t 2. Then X is called elliptically contoured iff: V Y, ZI . . . . .  Zn ~ span(X) 
E(Y IZ)  is almost surely a linear function of Z = (Zl . . . . .  Z~) r. 
Let EX =m, E (X-m)(X-m)T= ~z. If X~R ~ is elliptically contoured then we will write 
X ,,, EC~ (m, X). 
We will consider in the sequel only such elliptically contoured random vectors that: 
P(Xi=mi)=O,  i= l  . . . . .  n and detY.#O. 
It is known [5] that if P(Xi = mi) = 0 i = 1 . . . . .  n then P(X = m) = 0. We have immediately 
the following elementary lemma. 
Lemma 1 
Suppose X ,., EC.(m, X) then for: 
Y= AX +a, Z = BX +b 
where A, B are k x n and r x n matrices of full ranks and a ~ R k, b ~ R '  we have: 
E(Y IZ)=Am + a + AXBT(BT~.B)-I(Z--Bm -b )  a.s.; 
C.A.M.W.A. 19 /~F 
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Now let us consider for simplicity X ,,, EC~(O. ~.) and suppose 
coordinates we have 
which corresponds to the partition of 
that for some ordering of 
X=XxI .  
Suppose that dim X2 = k. Following Lemma 1 we have E(XmIX~)= 0 a.s. Let us denote as before 
e~ = (0 . . . . .  0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0)re R k (1---on ith position) i = 1 . . . . .  k. We have for some a ~ R ~-k 
E ( a r Xi 17(2 + Ee /a T XI ) = ca r~,l ae f (~,2 + ~ 2e /e f a T ~,l a )-  I( X2 + ee jar Xl ), j = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Now since cov(X~, X2) = 0: 
(]£2 + E2aTY', aejef) -~ = ~,f~ - Ef~ ejef~.f '  E2aTE, a/( l  + E2a T ~, afY.2ey ). 
Thus we have: 
E(aTXI IX  2 + EejaVX 1 ) dr ear~.m aeyY.2~(X: + eeyaTX~ ) + o~(~), j = 1 . . . . .  k, 
where as it can be easily shown that EIoj(E)IEI ,so'  0 
Hence from Theorem 1 follows the following lemma. 
Lemma 2 
Suppose 
j = 1 . . . . .  k which implies relation (2). 
Ol) ' 
dim X2 = k, P(X~ = 0, X2 ffi 0) = 0 then )(2 has density f (Y l  . . . . .  Yk) of the form: 
f (Y l  . . . . .  Yk) = fk(O'5yr~'fl Y)/(det E2)~/:; Y = (Ym . . . . .  Yk)). 
Moreover matrix C(y)f f i  E(Xi X~IX~ = y)  is of the form: 
C(y)  = ~,lck(O.5yT~,f l y ), 
where functions Ck and fk satisfy relationship: 
f; Ck(Z)fk(z) = fk(t) dt, z > 0. (9) 
Proof  Let a ¢ R "-k. Note that since function g(y)  = E(aT X~ IX2 = y)  = 0 a.s., thus assumptions 
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Assumption (iii) of Theorem 1 is also satisfied since 
P(X~ = 0)ffi 0. We have showed already that condition (b) of this theorem is satisfied. Hence 
we deduce that there exist density f of X2 and moreover that this density and fu~t ion 
O(y) ffi E(arX~ X~alX~ = y)  satisfy following system of equations: 
oe]/Oyj = -].rZ,aeTZr y, j = 1 . . . . .  k. 
Now it is elementary to check that the remaining assumptions of Theorem 1 and Remark 1 are 
satisfied. 
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In particular ?(Y)= 0-5yrX;2-tY, #(Y)= 1. Thus ~(y)= C'(7(Y)), f (Y )= F(7(Y)) and system of 
equations takes the following form: 
dc(~-~7/6(7) eT~,{ly = --P(7)arE~ae~E{ly, y ~ R k, 
or in an equivalent form 
d6'(7)P(?) 
- /6(7)aT~Zja, 7 ~R ÷. 
d? 
We can now redefine functions ~ and/6 by introducing functions ck,fk: R ÷-~R ÷ in the following 
way: 
C(~) = ar~l aCk(7) 
16(7 ) = fk (?)/(2n)k/2(det ~21)1/:. 
Now it is elementary to note that Ck and fk satisfy equation (9). Since a e R ~- k was arbitrary we 
deduce that also other assertions of the lemma are true. Q.E.D. 
It is almost elementary to derive from Lemma 2 the following corollary. 
Corollary 1 
If 
~11 ~ ~'~'12 
(J~l'l~2)'~ ECn-k+k( ml ' 2 ~"~21, ~22 ) 
det E:2 ~ 0, then X2 has density fk(0.5(y -- m:)TEfi I(y -- m)/(det Z22)1/2; y ~ R k, 
E(XI IX2) = ml + 5Zl2E~l (X2 -- m2) a.s. 
V(XIIX2) = (~~i i - ~~12 ~~~ I ~"-21 )Ck(O'5(X2 -- m2)T~ l (X2 -- m2)) a.s., 
where ck and fk satisfy relationship (9). 
Proof. Follows the fact that (Z, X2-m2) ,  where Z=Xl-ml-~,12E221(X2-m2) satisfies 
assumptions of the Lemma 1. 
Remark 2 
Although Kelker in Ref. [4] writes that in cases when (XI, X2) are elliptically contoured and have 
joint density, the conditional covariance matrix of Xj conditioned upon X: should be equal to a 
function of quadratic form of X:, he does not give any formula for this function. In all other 
references known to the author formula (9) is not mentioned. 
Remark 3 
In all references known to the author marginal density of say X2 being a projection of some 
elliptically contoured vector is considered either as functions of t = x/(Y - EX2)TE~I (Y -- EX2) [9] 
or of t 2 [5, 6, 10]. We defined it to be a function of 0.5t 2. This seems to be a cosmetic hange. 
It is so indeed. However such a definition do have some advantages. First of all the simplicity 
of formula (9) relating conditional variance conditioned upon some marginal to the density of 
this marginal. Secondly simplicity of the formula relating marginal densities to one another 
and to the distribution function H of 0.5t 2. These formulae can be simplified even further if 
we redefine functions fk k = 1 . . . . .  n -  1 appearing in Lemma 2 by multiplying fk by (2n) k/2. 
All these changes are contained in the following theorem summarizing the results proved 
basically in Refs [5, 10], and of course in Lemma 2. We present it for the sake of completeness of
the paper. 
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Theorem 2 
Let X~EC. (m,~) ,P (X f f im)=O,  det~O,Y=AX,  where A is kxn  matrix with 
rank (A) ffi k < n. Then 
(i) Y has density f(y~ . . . . .  Yk) =f(Y)  of  the form: 
f (y)=fk(O.5(y -- Am)T(A~.AT)-I(y - Am))/((2n)k det(AT.Ar))~a, (lO) 
where function fk does not depend on A, m and • and satisfies two normalizing 
conditions: 
;0 f0 z k/2 - ~(z )  dz = F(k/2), zk/~(z) dz = r (k /2  + 1); 
(ii) functions fk and fm 1 ~< k < m ~< n - 1 are related to one another by formula: 
fk(z) = (1/r((m - k)/2)) (t - z) ("-k)/2 - If,,(t) dt; z > 0, (11) 
in particular: 
f; f k -2 (z )= fk(t)  dt, k=3 . . . . .  n - l ,  z>0;  (12) 
(iii) let H be the distribution function of  0.5(X - m)r l~- l (x  -- m)  then H(0  ÷) = 0 
f; f~(z) = ( r (n /z) / r ( (n  - k)/2)) (t - -  2 )  (n -k ) /2 -  It-n/2+ 1 dH(t ) ,  z > 0, (13) 
f; 1-H( r )=( -1 / r (n /2 ) )  t"/2-1df,_2(t), r>0;  (14) 
(iv) let Z=BX,  Y=AX,  where B is an rxn  and A an kxn  matrix 
(1 ~< k, m ~< n - l) and rank(B) = r, rank(A) = k, then 
E( (z  - e (z l  Y ) ) (z  - E (Z I  Y))~l Y) = ((B~B ~)- B~.A ~(A ZA ~)-'A ~B ~) 
x ck(0.5(Y--  Am)T(AEAr ) - I ) (Y -  Am)) a.s., (15) 
where function Ck does not depend on A, B, Y~, m, only on k and is related to 
function ~ by equation (9); 
(v) functions Ck k = 1 . . . . .  n - 1 are related to one another by the formula 
1/ck = (1 + C~_2)/¢k_2, k = 3 . . . . .  n - 1, (16) 
where we set Ck (Z) = 0 when Ck _ 2 (Z) = O. 
As a corol lary we get the following result which complements the recent general result of  Bryc 
[10] who considered the general relationship between functional properties of  the first two 
condit ional moments  and the existence of  moments  of  conditioning random variables. 
Theorem 3 
Let Y ,,, EC.(O, I). Suppose for some k < n - 1 
(i) ~A,  MeR;  0<f l  < 1; Ck(Z)<~Az p, z ~>M~>0, then Wt <(1 /A21-P(1 - f l ) ,  
exp(~t I YI 120 -P)) < oo; 
(ii) 3 B > 0, s > k/2 + 1, Ck(Z) ~ Z/S + B, z >1 M >I 0, then V~t e [2, 
2(s + 1) -k ] ,E I  Y~ I~< oo; 
(iii) if ck(Z) I> flZ ~ + 7 for some at, fl, 7 > 0 and all z >t M 1> 0 then either ct < 1 or 
if 0t = 1 then # < 2/k. 
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Proof. Let x0 > 0. Cases (i) and (ii) we get using equation (9) 
f; ) f,(z) dz = c,(x)f,(z) = const exp - (1/c,(z)) dz \ ~ /x0  
~< constt exp(-  x I - a/(A (1 -/~))) in case (i) 
(fx ) ~< consh exp - s  1/(z + sB) dz = const3/(x + sB) 5 in case (ii). 
0 
Integrating by parts either 
[in case (i)], or 
[in case (ii)] we get the desired estimates. Case (iii). We have 
f f  fAz)dz >~exp(- fxi(1/(l~z= + ,))dz ) 
Since E(Z k Y~) < ~ we get the desired properties by proper integration by parts. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 gives necessary conditions to be satisfied by functionsfk  --- 1 . . . . .  n - 1. In Eaton's 
paper [6] there are given necessary and sufficient conditions for a function f :  R +--.R + to define 
k-dimensional marginal density [according to equation (10)] of some n + k-dimensional e liptically 
contoured measure. Let us denote by D(k, n) set of all such functions. We will give shorter and 
simpler, than that of Eaton, characterization f D(k, n). 
It will be based on five elementary observations derived directly from Theorem 2. Before we 
present hese observations let us introduce the following denotations: 
G(e)= :R+--*R ÷ z=-lf(z)dz=r(~), z=f(z )dz=r(~+l) ,  ~>0,  
[e -] = lira [x], [x] = entier(x), x, e ~ R, 
x ~  - 
f 
M(~) = if: R+~R+:f is [~-] time differentiable, 
gj(x)=(-l)fU)(x)>~O, x >O,j=O . . . . .  [~-1, 
functions F=(x), - t [=]-= dF=(t + x) are nonincreasing , e > 0; where 
; g[=]-l, e t> l ,  
F=(x)=~;f f ( t )dt ,  0<~<1,  
fu)  denotes j th  derivative o f f  and f(0) _=f. 
Since the definition of the set M(~t), 0t > 0 is somewhat complicated let us consider few examples. 
It is easy to notice [keeping in mind that S~x (y - x)af(y) dy = ~ zOf(z + x) dz], that for 0 < 0t < 1 
we have: 
M(~) = : R+--*R+; (y -x)-=f(y)dy is noninereasing . 
,dx  
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It is also easy to deduce that for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  
M(n) = f f :  R+~R+, f  is n - 1 times differentiable, ( -  1)Jf(J)(x) 1> 0, 
> 0, j = 0, 1 . . . . .  n - 1 and ( -  1)"- if~.-1)(x ) is nonincreasing}. x 
Further we can easily note, that for n < 0c < n + 1 
M(ot) = M(n)n  {f: R+~R+f(" ) (x )  exists and ( -  1)"f(")(x) ~ M(~ - n)} 
Now the elementary consequences of  Theorem 2 are: 
1 ° if X ~ EC,(m, Y.) then distribution function H of  0.5(X - m)TE- I (X  - m) deter- 
mines distribution of X completely (compare Ref. [5]). 
2 ° ~ t-l/2f,_ i(t + z) dt = const(1 - H(z)). Hence f . - i  ~ G((n - l)/2)nM(1/2). 
3 ° - df, _ 2 (t) = const t -"/2 + i dH(t ) .  Hence f ,  _ 2 E G ((n - 2)/2)n M (1), 
4 ° It follows from equation (12) that f ,  is [(n -k  - 1)/2] = J times differentiable 
and f ( s ) ( -1 )s=f . _  1, if n-k  is odd or f , -2  if n-k  is even. Hence 
f ,  ~ G(k /2 )nM ((n - k)/2). 
5 ° Note that V~ >0M(00={f  is completely monotone} dr CM. On the other 
hand O~=t M(k)  = CM. Hence O~>0M(~) = CM. Now from Bernstein's 
theorem it follows that CM={f :R+- -*R+;  37 a positive measure on 
R +f(s) = ~ exp( -s t )  dT(t)}. 
Taking into account observations 1°-5 ° we see that D(k, n )= G(k/2)c~M(n/2) k >. 1, n >>. 1, 
D(k, ~)  = N~=l D(k, n) = G(k/2) n CM = {f(s)  = ~ exp( -s t )  d~,(t), where ),(. ) is positive meas- 
ure on R + such that 1 = ~ t -k/2 d~/(t) = j0 r°° it'-k/2-I dT(t)}. 
We have thus got a characterization of  the sets D(k, n), k /> 1, n t> 1 as well as the sets D(k, oo), 
which was treated separately in Eaton's  paper [6, Theorem 2]. 
Fol lowing Eaton let us recall for the sake of  completeness of the paper that every set 
D(k, n), k /> 1, n /> 1 is convex and that functions: 
g, (x) = (F ((n + k)/2)/F (n/2)) (r - x)~2 - - l  r - (" + k)/2 + I; r > O, 
are the extreme points of  this set. 
Note also that from equations (11) and (12) it follows that there exists one to one relationship 
between D(k, n - k) and D(m, n - m) and also between D(k, n - k) and the set of functions H 
defining elliptically contoured measure in R, k < n (compare observations 2° and 3°). Hence we 
deduce that every element of  D(k, n) defines uniquely (up to scale and location parameters) 
elliptically contoured measure in R" +*. 
Note also that, following equation (9), there exists a relationship between function say Ck and 
fk k = 1 . . . . .  n - 1. This relationship is a one to one up to a multiplication constant that is if 
f l = constf2 and (c l f l ) '  = -- f l ,  (c2f2)' = --f :  then cl = c2. Since fl ,f2 ~ G(k/2) for some k we deduce 
that function Ck defines also uniquely (up to scale and location parameters) n (>k) -d imens iona l  
elliptically contoured measure. Thus similarly as before we could introduce sets CO(k, n) consisting 
of  all functions c: R + ~R + defining conditional variance of  some n-dimensional vector condit ioned 
upon k-dimensional  marginal [according to equation (15)] where both n- and k-dimensional  
marginals are jointly elliptically contoured. 
Every element of  CO(k, n) defines uniquely (up to scale and location parameters) elliptically 
contoured measure in R" + k. Note that from equations (12) and (9) it follows that: 1/Ck = --( lnfk_ 2)' 
k = 1 . . . . .  n - l, where we defined f - l~D( - -1 ,  n + 1)= {S~f(t)dt,  f~D(1 ,  n -  1)}, 
fo ~ D(0, n) = {S~f(t) dt, fe  D(2, n - 2)}. Hence 
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Deeper character izat ion of  the set ~(k,  n) is more compl icated than that of  the set D(k,  n). 
Final ly note only the Gauss ian measure is characterized either by the function exp( -x )~ D(k,  n), 
k>11,  n /> l  or by the function le~' (k ,n )  k>11,  n /> l .  
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